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it's a powerful combination of the world's best literature and superior reading and skills instruction. Prentice Hall literature timeless voices, timeless themes helps students grasp the power and beauty that lies within the written word. While the program's research-based reading approach ensures that no child is left behind in the late 1930s, mathematical genius Beau Kitselman and the surrealist artist Salvador de Regil were running Persons Inc., a unique consultancy in Hollywood where they worked to develop the creativity of many of the actors and actresses of the time and solve their emotional problems. This period was known as the golden age of Hollywood and spawned many of the screen goddesses and femme fatales whose names still survive today, such as Jean Harlow, Barbara Stanwyck, Mae West and Dorothy Lamour. Hollywood was notorious at that time for its debauched way of life, its use of sex to sell movies and the exploitation of women to that end, all of which put it under the microscope of the world and in particular the newly appointed film censors. It is in this era that the fuse is set. Kitselman's main character Jedediah Strong simultaneously seduces and then convinces three young women to accompany him to the Nevada desert, where in the company of seasoned actresses and charismatic men living outside of society, he teaches them about love and sex whilst opening their eyes to their essential selves. Woven into this tale are ideas of a utopian society of breaking away from the norms of society, unique scientific advances such as anti-gravity and the concept of living in fire. Experienced as excitement, adventure, passion which strong seeks to ignite in these three young women if they have dynamite in them. He certainly has the fuse. An open access edition of this book will be made available on publication via the Liverpool University Press website. Steel City Readers makes available and interprets in detail a large body of new evidence about past cultures and communities of reading. Its distinctive method is to listen to readers' own voices rather than theorising about them as an undifferentiated group. Its cogent and engaging structure traces reading journeys from childhood into education and adulthood and attends to settings from home to school to library. It has a distinctive focus on reading for pleasure and its framework of argument situates that type of reading in relation to dimensions of gender and class. It is grounded in place and particularly in the context of a specific industrial city, Sheffield. The men and women featured in the book coming to adulthood in the 1930s and 1940s rarely regarded reading as a means of self-improvement. It was more usually a compulsive and intensely pleasurable private activity. A young mother is left abandoned yet finds strength in the busy streets and communities of Liverpool. Joan Jonker's heart-warming saga when wishes come true is guaranteed to bring tears of sadness and joy to readers everywhere. Perfect for fans of Katie Flynn and Cathy Sharp. Evelyn Wilkinson married Charles Lister Sinclair just hours before he left for war, unaware that she would never see him again and that she was already carrying his child. When Amelia is born, Charles's parents refuse to accept that she is their grandchild so penniless and afraid, Evelyn moves to the backstreets of Liverpool where she dreams of escaping. Meanwhile, as little Milly grows up, she discovers that a world of happiness lies on her doorstep. What readers are saying about When wishes come true: "What a great book to read! I couldn't read it fast enough as I was gripped from the very first page. I've read lots of Joan Jonker's books, and this one surpasses them all. Full of love, sorrow, comedy, and emotions, this volume represents a unique addition to the growing body of empirical literature on materials development. Adopting a reverse approach to the topic rather than applying theory to practice, practitioners and..."
Researchers from 11 countries reappraise applied linguistics theories through practice. The book also provides evidence for the diversity of materials development around the globe at different levels for different specialities and for different purposes. Each chapter surveys the relevant literature such as task-based learning and language and culture. Describes a specific research project reports the results of the project and discusses the implications of these results for the development of materials both in the local context and in general. After each section, there are editorial comments highlighting the issues emerging from the research and there is a conclusion which connects the findings of the various chapters and makes suggestions both for future research and for the principled development of materials for L2 learners. The book will be suitable for teachers, materials developers, academics, and students in postgraduate courses in applied linguistics in TESOL and in the teaching of other languages. As an L2 it's a powerful combination of the world's best literature and superior reading and skills instruction. Prentice Hall literature: Timeless Voices, Timeless Themes helps students grasp the power and beauty that lies within the written word. While the program's research-based reading approach ensures that no child is left behind. Joan Aiken's invention seemed inexhaustible, her high spirits, a blessing, her sheer storytelling zest, a phenomenon. Phillip Pullman: The gift giving is the perfect selection of stories to introduce readers to this precious and incredible author. Kiran Milwood Hargrave: The Voice that tells these stories is braver than us. Unflappable, someone who knows the ways of the world and loves it anyway. She is one of the writers I admire most in the world. Katherine Rundell: Favourite stories like unexpected presents are things that you can keep and cherish all your life carry with you in memory. In your mind's ear and bring out at any time when you are feeling lonely or need cheering up or like friends just because you are fond of them. Joan Aiken is justly famous for her Wolves of Willoughby Chase series but her greatest love was for short stories which she wrote prolifically throughout her long career. From a princess turned into a pirate parrot to a procession of Father Christmases chased down Fifth Avenue by a rackety horse and cart from the ghost of a Crusader's dog to a captured mermaid in a flying machine. There is something for everybody in this enthralling collection. These stories showcase Aiken's unique talents: the way she mixed magic and myth with humour to create a kind of modern fairytale. Her stories will appeal to readers of all ages for many years to come. With beautiful illustrations by Peter Bailey. When Katelyn visited her grandmother's house, she often did she always loved seeing a brass bottle that was kept on top of a very tall bookcase in her grandmother's living room. Katelyn first thought it was just a brass bottle. Once she asked her grandmother why it was always so shiny, her grandmother told her that maybe it was magic. Katelyn just had to see the brass bottle up close so she persuaded her best friend Skyla to help her. Was there something magic about this bottle? Would Katelyn's life change dramatically because of it? Katelyn and Skyla also found something shocking in her grandmother's attic. What was it? I know you'll love reading the exciting things that happen in this book. This final collection of Joan Aiken's stories taken from nearly sixty years of her writing career is rooted in the classic fables and fairy tales familiar to us all but which she has brought up to date by adding her own voice and a touch of that mysterious added ingredient that makes you return to them again and again at any age. They range from fantastic fairy tales to science fiction from a future where the sun no longer shines thanks to human folly to one where all the best words are kept locked away in a forbidden forest. They take us to lands that could be from our own past where we can call upon magical friends like the mysterious Miss Samphire or long lost magic spells to save a castle from viking attack. These are absolutely timeless tales for as she said they come from nowhere and they are aimed at nobody's ear or rather they are aimed at the ear of anybody who happens to pass by just at that
moment grade 8 prophets have decisively shaped our politics but we lack a good explanation of how they do so this book offers a new theory of prophetic politics illustrated by the dramatic lives of the hebrew prophets socrates jesus joan of arc thomas more and martin luther king using an inviting writing style throughout this book explains how to present literature to children in grades k 4 in ways that enhance both children s understanding and enjoyment of it this broad based introduction to children s literature focuses on literary analysis criticism and techniques and methods of effective literature based education presents real life examples of teachers sharing literature with children and infuses discussion of multicultural books how can you help children to develop a love of reading and books which books are the best ones to use in primary teaching how do you make the most of children s literature in teaching across the curriculum trainee and experienced primary school teachers need an advanced knowledge of children s literature this is your guide to the range of and scope of children s literature for the primary classroom through the exploration of different genres it covers a wide range of literature and helps you to consider what we mean by literature case studies that model good practice are included with suggestions for practical activities using literature to enhance teaching across the curriculum throughout book recommendations show how specific texts can be used for teaching in exciting and innovative ways what s new to this edition updated in line with the new primary national curriculum includes new content on supporting children for whom english is an additional language an extensive list of book recommendations for primary teaching how to get more out of classic texts introduces new texts and new children s authors a graphic novel adaptation of the tale of moana a spirited teenager who loves the ocean yet is forbidden to travel beyond the reef that surrounds her island home of motunui publisher marketing includes part 1a books and part 1b pamphlets serials and contributions to periodicals shortly after graduating from university beautiful kara olavssen feels she has to get away from her british homeland to leave behind a broken love affair that refuses to heal she finds solace in a new way of living in california working with a segment of society so long ignored and misunderstood confident in the challenges that face her kara undertakes ambitious goals with gratifying far reaching results she has settled very well into her adopted country after another visit to parents while kara is sitting at heathrow airport returning to california she reflects on the past what has lead up to a marriage proposal suddenly made by jon someone who has been in her life forever nagging doubts still remain between them of issues that were not resolved a three months ultimatum is given by jon to make a final decision his pledge to her is irrevocable by accepting kara would have to give up everything she has worked so hard to achieve but is this the man she has been waiting for why then just a few weeks later does a chance encounter with a man she vows has no place in her life threaten to change her destiny bibliographic information grade level and annotations for nearly 7 500 fantasy books for grades 3 12 are given the introduction discusses the history of fantasy and awards presented to fantasy titles are listed the songbooks of the 1830 40s were printed in tiny numbers and small format so they could be hidden in a pocket passed round or thrown away collectors have sought these priceless chapbooks but only recently a collection of 49 songbooks has come to light this collection represents almost all of the known songbooks from the period after the birth of my second son some 11 years ago i was painfully torn by the timing of my reentry to work my wish to return to a prestigious and stimulating position as chief psychologist of a large agency or my equally powerful wish to enjoy fully my beautiful new son s infancy undivided and untorn at the time i had a dream that my body was cut in half at the waist my head leaned to the books neatly contained on the library shelves my belly went to the crib all sweet smelling and soft not having had the
opportunity to be un divided with my first son now 17 years old i chose to resign my agency position and stay home as long as i wished and then develop my private practice it was a decision that at the time entailed much loss cerebral collegial social pres tigious and generated some self doubt but in retrospect it is not regretted and was perhaps wise this son s infancy will always be remembered as a time in which i experienced mothering with ease and grace the strange story of joan of arc the obscure peasant girl who became the national saint of france is retold in this celebrated classic biography saint joan lives for the reader on every page as a shepherd girl in a remote part of fifteenth century rural france visited by visions of saints and angels as the avenging virgin who regenerated the soul of a torn and wretched france and led her troops to victory and as a condemned heretic and witch burned at the stake and five hundred years later canonised as a saint five extraordinary siblings one dangerous past unlimited potential fans of heroes and the x files will be unable to resist the mysteries of family secrets this third and final collection contains books 9 12 blind attraction by myrna mackenzie the parker project by joan elliott pickart the insider by ingrid weaver and check mate by beverly barton when an internet prank turns serious sean becomes the main suspect bored in computer class sean quinn and his friend matt decide to liven things up with a little computer prank but the laughs stop quickly when they accidentally hurt a younger student s feelings earning themselves a quick trip to the principal s office that night sean receives an anonymous email praising him for the prank and promising to avenge his punishment by causing trouble at the school the next day a virus wreaks havoc with the school computers and the principal suspects sean of being the mastermind to keep himself out of trouble sean asks his brother brian to help him find the hacker behind the anonymous email catching criminals in the real world is tough enough but when a crook decides to hide behind the computer screen it will take every trick in the casebusters arsenal to bring this cyber thug to real world justice a funny new novel from international bestselling author marian keyes about irish beautician stella sweeney who falls ill falls in love then falls into a glamorous new life in new york city when her dream life is threatened will she rally to reclaim love and happiness in her own words stella sweeney is just an ordinary woman living an ordinary life with her husband and two teenage kids working for her sister in their neighborhood beauty salon until one day she is struck by a serious illness landing her in the hospital for months after recovering stella finds out that her neurologist dr mannix taylor has compiled and self published a memoir about her illness her discovery comes when she spots a photo of the finished copy in an american tabloid and it s in the hands of the vice president s wife as her relationship with dr taylor gets more complicated stella struggles to figure out who she was before her illness who she is now and who she wants to be while relocating to new york city to pursue a career as a newly minted self help memoirist funny fast paced and honest keyes s latest novel is full of her trademark charm and wisdom and is sure to delight her many fans contains entries for approximately 2000 books aimed at young readers about half the titles were published between 1989 and 1994 and the remaining half are older titles which have stood the test of time
**Literature** 2001-08 It’s a powerful combination of the world’s best literature and superior reading and skills instruction. Prentice Hall Literature: Timeless Voices, Timeless Themes helps students grasp the power and beauty that lies within the written word while the program’s research-based reading approach ensures that no child is left behind.

**Literature** 2003-03 In the late 1930s, mathematical genius Beau Kitselman and the surrealist artist Salvador de Regil were running Persons Inc., a unique consultancy in Hollywood where they worked to develop the creativity of many of the actors and actresses of the time and solve their emotional problems. This period was known as the golden age of Hollywood and spawned many of the screen goddesses and femme fatales whose names still survive today, such as Jean Harlow, Barbara Stanwyck, Mae West, and Dorothy Lamour. Hollywood was notorious at that time for its debauched way of life, its use of sex to sell movies, and the exploitation of women to that end. All of which put it under the microscope of the world and in particular the newly appointed film censors. It is in this era that the fuse is set. Kitselman’s main character Jedediah Strong simultaneously seduces and then convinces three young women to accompany him to the Nevada desert where, in the company of seasoned actresses and charismatic men living outside of society, he teaches them about love and sex whilst opening their eyes to their essential selves. Woven into this tale are ideas of a utopian society of breaking away from the norms of society, unique scientific advances such as anti-gravity and the concept of living in fire, experienced as excitement, adventure, passion, which Strong seeks to ignite in these three young women if they have dynamite in them, he certainly has the fuse.

**The Fuse** 2015-02-23 An open access edition of this book will be made available on publication via the Liverpool University Press website. Steel City Readers makes available and interprets in detail a large body of new evidence about past cultures and communities of reading. Its distinctive method is to listen to readers’ own voices rather than theorising about them as an undifferentiated group. Its cogent and engaging structure traces reading journeys from childhood into education and adulthood and attends to settings from home to school to library. It has a distinctive focus on reading for pleasure and its framework of argument situates that type of reading in relation to dimensions of gender and class. It is grounded in place and particularly in the context of a specific industrial city, Sheffield. The men and women featured in the book coming to adulthood in the 1930s and 1940s rarely regarded reading as a means of self-improvement. It was more usually a compulsive and intensely pleasurable private activity.

**Steel City Readers** 2023-05-15 A young mother is left abandoned yet finds strength in the busy streets and communities of Liverpool. Joan Jonker’s heartwarming saga, When Wishes Come True, is guaranteed to bring tears of sadness and joy to readers everywhere. Perfect for fans of Katie Flynn and Cathy Sharp, Evelyn Wilkinson married Charles Lister Sinclair just hours before he left for war, unaware that she would never see him again and that she was already carrying his child. When Amelia is born, Charles’s parents refuse to accept that she is their grandchild. Penniless and afraid, Evelyn moves to the backstreets of Liverpool where she dreams of escaping meanwhile as little Milly grows up, she discovers that a world of happiness lies on her doorstep. What readers are saying about When Wishes Come True: What a great book to read! I couldn’t read it fast enough as I was gripped from the very first page. I’ve read lots of Joan Jonker’s books, and this one surpasses all others full of love, sorrow, comedy, and emotions.

**Ph Lit Bronze A/I/E** 1991 This volume represents a unique addition to the growing body of empirical literature on materials development adopting a reverse approach to the topic rather than applying theory to
practice practitioners and researchers from 11 countries reappraise applied linguistics theories through practice the book also provides evidence for the diversity of materials development around the globe at different levels for different specialities and for different purposes each chapter surveys the relevant literature such as task based learning and language and culture describes a specific research project reports the results of the project and discusses the implications of these results for the development of materials both in the local context and in general after each section there are editorial comments highlighting the issues emerging from the research and there is a conclusion which connects the findings of the various chapters and makes suggestions both for future research and for the principled development of materials for l2 learners the book will be suitable for teachers materials developers academics and students in post graduate courses in applied linguistics in tefl tesol and in the teaching of other languages as an l2

**When Wishes Come True** 2012-02-02 it s a powerful combination of the world s best literature and superior reading and skills instruction prentice hall literature timeless voices timeless themes helps students grasp the power and beauty that lies within the written word while the program s research based reading approach ensures that no child is left behind

**Practice and Theory for Materials Development in L2 Learning** 2017-03-07 joan aiken s invention seemed inexhaustible her high spirits a blessing her sheer storytelling zest a phenomenon phillip pullman the gift giving is the perfect selection of stories to introduce readers to this precious and incredible author kiran milwood hargrave the voice that tells these stories is braver than us unflappable someone who knows the ways of the world and loves it anyway she is one of the writers i admire most in the world katherine rundell favourite stories like unexpected presents are things that you can keep and cherish all your life carry with you in memory in your mind s ear and bring out at any time when you are feeling lonely or need cheering up or like friends just because you are fond of them joan aiken is justly famous for her wolves of willoughby chase series but her greatest love was for short stories which she wrote prolifically throughout her long career from a princess turned into a pirate parrot to a procession of father christmases chased down fifth avenue by a rackety horse and cart from the ghost of a crusader s dog to a captured mermaid in a flying machine there is something for everybody in this enthralling collection these stories showcase aiken s unique talents the way she mixed magic and myth with humour to create a kind of modern fairytale her stories will appeal to readers of all ages for many years to come with beautiful illustrations by peter bailey

**Literature Selection Support : Bronze Level** 2001-08 when katelyn visited her grandmothers house as she often did she always loved seeing a brass bottle that was kept on top of a very tall bookcase in her grandmothers living room katelyn first thought it was just a brass bottle once she asked her grandmother why it was always so shiny her grandmother told her that maybe it was magic katelyn just had to see the brass bottle up close so she persuaded her best friend skyla to help her was there something magic about this bottle would katelyns life change dramatically because of it katelyn and skyla also found something shocking in her grandmothers attic what was it i know youll love reading the exciting things that happen in this book

**The Three Wishes** 1853 this final collection of joan aiken s stories taken from nearly sixty years of her writing career is rooted in the classic fables and fairy tales familiar to us all but which she has brought up to date by adding her own voice and a touch of that mysterious added ingredient that makes you return to them again and again at any age they range from fantastic fairy tales to science fiction from a future where the sun no longer shines thanks to human folly to one where all the best words are kept locked away in a forbidden forest
they take us to lands that could be from our own past where we can call upon magical friends like the mysterious miss samphire or long lost magic spells to save a castle from viking attack these are absolutely timeless tales for as she said they come from nowhere and they are aimed at nobody s ear or rather they are aimed at the ear of anybody who happens to pass by just at that moment

The Gift Giving: Favourite Stories 2016-11-03 grade 8


1998-12 prophets have decisively shaped our politics but we lack a good explanation of how they do so this book offers a new theory of prophetic politics illustrated by the dramatic lives of the hebrew prophets socrates jesus joan of arc thomas more and martin luther king

Katelyn’s Three Wishes 2014-10-08 using an inviting writing style throughout this book explains how to present literature to children in grades k 4 in ways that enhance both children s understanding and enjoyment of it this broad based introduction to children s literature focuses on literary analysis criticismand techniques and methods of effective literature based education presents real life examples of teachers sharing literature with children and infuses discussion ofmulticultural books

Fantastic Fables 2023-12-07 how can you help children to develop a love of reading and books which books are the best ones to use in primary teaching how do you make the most of children s literature in teaching across the curriculum trainee and experienced primary school teachers need an advanced knowledge of children s literature this is your guide to the range of and scope of children s literature for the primary classroom through the exploration of different genres it covers a wide range of literature and helps you to consider what we mean by literature case studies that model good practice are included with suggestions for practical activities using literature to enhance teaching across the curriculum throughout book recommendations show how specific texts can be used for teaching in exciting and innovative ways what s new to this edition updated in line with the new primary national curriculum includes new content on supporting children for whom english is an additional language an extensive list of book recommendations for primary teaching how to get more out of classic texts introduces new texts and new children s authors

The Third Wish 1995-03-01 a graphic novel adaptation of the tale of moana a spirited teenager who loves the ocean yet is forbidden to travel beyond the reef that surrounds her island home of motunui publisher marketing

Language Network 2001 includes part 1a books and part 1b pamphlets serials and contributions to periodicals

The Third Sword 2023-11-30 shortly after graduating from university beautiful kara olavssen feels she has to get away from her british homeland to leave behind a broken love affair that refuses to heal she finds solace in a new way of living in california working with a segment of society so long ignored and misunderstood confident in the challenges that face her kara undertakes ambitious goals with gratifying far reaching results she has settled very well into her adopted country after another visit to parents while kara is sitting at heathrow airport returning to california she reflects on the past what has lead up to a marriage proposal suddenly made by jon someone who has been in her life forever nagging doubts still remain between them of issues that were not resolved a three months ultimatum is given by jon to make a final decision his pledge to her is irrevocable by accepting kara would have to give up everything she has worked so hard to achieve but is this the man she has been waiting for why then just a few weeks later does a chance encounter with a man she vows has no place in her life threaten to change her destiny
Introduction to Children's Literature  1997 bibliographic information grade level and annotations for nearly 7 500 fantasy books for grades 3-12 are given. The introduction discusses the history of fantasy and awards presented to fantasy titles are listed.

Children's Literature in Primary Schools  2016-07-15 The songbooks of the 1830-40s were printed in tiny numbers and small format so they could be hidden in a pocket passed round or thrown away. Collectors have sought these priceless chapbooks but only recently a collection of 49 songbooks has come to light. This collection represents almost all of the known songbooks from the period.

Disney Moana: The Story of the Movie in Comics  2020-06-23 After the birth of my second son some 11 years ago I was painfully torn by the timing of my reentry to work. My wish to return to a prestigious and stimulating position as chief psychologist of a large agency or my equally powerful wish to enjoy fully my beautiful new son's infancy undivided and untormented at the time I had a dream that my body was cut in half at the waist my head leaned to the books neatly contained on the library shelves my belly went to the crib all sweet smelling and soft not having had the opportunity to be undivided with my first son now 17 years old I chose to resign my agency position and stay home as long as I wished and then develop my private practice. It was a decision that at the time entailed much loss cerebral collegial social prestigious and generated some self doubt but in retrospect it is not regretted and was perhaps wise this son's infancy will always be remembered as a time in which I experienced mothering with ease and grace.

Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series  1951 The strange story of Joan of Arc the obscure peasant girl who became the national saint of France is retold in this celebrated classic biography. Saint Joan lives for the reader on every page as a shepherd girl in a remote part of fifteenth century rural France visited by visions of saints and angels as the avenging virgin who regenerated the soul of a torn and wretched France and led her troops to victory and as a condemned heretic and witch burned at the stake and five hundred years later canonised as a saint.

Cormorant Bay  2014-05-19 Five extraordinary siblings one dangerous past unlimited potential fans of heroes and the X Files will be unable to resist the mysteries of family secrets. This third and final collection contains books 9-12, Blind Attraction by Myrna Mackenzie, The Parker Project by Joan Elliott Pickart, The Insider by Ingrid Weaver and Checkmate by Beverly Barton.

Fantasy Literature for Children and Young Adults  2005-03-30 When an internet prank turns serious Sean becomes the main suspect bored in computer class Sean Quinn and his friend Matt decide to liven things up with a little computer prank but the laughs stop quickly when they accidentally hurt a younger student's feelings. Earning themselves a quick trip to the principal's office that night Sean receives an anonymous email praising him for the prank and promising to avenge his punishment by causing trouble at the school the next day. A virus wreaks havoc with the school computers and the principal suspects Sean of being the mastermind to keep himself out of trouble Sean asks his brother Brian to help him find the hacker behind the anonymous email. Catching criminals in the real world is tough enough but when a crook decides to hide behind the computer screen it will take every trick in the casebusters arsenal to bring this cyber thug to real world justice.

The Publishers Weekly 2003 A funny new novel from international bestselling author Marian Keyes about Irish beautician Stella Sweeney who falls ill falls in love then falls into a glamorous new life in New York City when her dream life is threatened will she rally to reclaim love and happiness in her own words Stella Sweeney is just an ordinary woman living an ordinary life with her husband and two teenage kids working...
for her sister in their neighborhood beauty salon until one day she is struck by a serious illness landing her in the hospital for months after recovering Stella finds out that her neurologist Dr. Mannix Taylor has compiled and self-published a memoir about her illness her discovery comes when she spots a photo of the finished copy in an American tabloid and it’s in the hands of the Vice President’s wife as her relationship with Dr. Taylor gets more complicated Stella struggles to figure out who she was before her illness who she is now and who she wants to be while relocating to New York City to pursue a career as a newly minted self-help memoirist funny fast paced and honest Keyes’s latest novel is full of her trademark charm and wisdom and is sure to delight her many fans.

Bawdy Songbooks of the Romantic Period, Volume 4 2020-05-04 contains entries for approximately 2000 books aimed at young readers about half the titles were published between 1989 and 1994 and the remaining half are older titles which have stood the test of time.
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Merchant Vessels of the United States 1989
Saint Joan of Arc 2018-03-08
The Museum of Wit 1800

The Humourist’s Miscellany 1801
Family Secrets Books 9-12 2007-05-01
The Internet Escapade 2012-10-16
The Woman Who Stole My Life 2015-07-07

What Do Children Read Next? 1994
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series 1967
The Complete Concordance to Shakespeare 1878
The Complete Concordance to Shakspeare 1857
The Complete Concordance to Shakspeare 1845

The Complete Concordance to Shakespere: being a verbal index to all the passages in the dramatic works of the poet 1847
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